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Assalamualaikum and konnichiwa minna-san!
Here we meet again! Such an amazing and beautiful scenery Tsukuba offered during
autumn. Along the road, almost all tree leaves changed its colours especially the maple
(momiji) leaves changed either to scarlet or orange-ish/red, or bright yellow-ish. You can’t
get enough with the views and the season itself. It is such a candy to my eyes. The weather
is also very nice but it’s getting colder day by day. After presenting my first stage evaluation
last month, I became clearer with my research project. I want to thank to all the lecturers
which are involved in the evaluation stage, they give great comment and this encouraged
me to improve my understanding and skills.
In November, two big events; Autumn Sports Day and Tsukuba Marathon held in Tsukuba.
Unfortunately, my laboratory members did not joined the event because they have other
program with high school students. They have to conduct the water quality experiment.
This activity aims to give an introduction of conducting experiment to the high school
students and shared the knowledge among them. Also, the student could get hand-on
experience which sometimes not offered at the school. This would increase their soft and
generic skills. In addition, on November 23rd 2014, big event was held which is the Tsukuba
Marathon. The participants are coming from all around Japan from different ages and
genders. Two members from Utsumi’s Laboratory also participated in the marathon. They
managed to finish the marathon in 5 hours, but did not win any top places. That’s all for now
and until we meet again in next article.
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LEFT: Pictures of trees along the road, changing its colour.
RIGHT: Tsukuba Marathon poster in the website.
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